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list of people who have been considered deities wikipedia - 3150 bce 30 bce egyptian pharaohs were kings
of ancient egypt and were considered gods by their culture their titles equated them with aspects of the likes of
the, history of china wikipedia - the neolithic age in china can be traced back to about 10 000 bc early
evidence for proto chinese millet agriculture is radiocarbon dated to about 7000 bc the, god emperor tv tropes a god emperor is a sovereign who is claimed either by self or others to be a physical god this trope can apply to
anything from a tinpot tyrant with, daoist philosophy internet encyclopedia of philosophy - daoist philosophy
along with confucianism daoism sometimes called taoism is one of the two great indigenous philosophical
traditions of china, jesus was way cool tv tropes - the jesus was way cool trope as used in popular culture as
any religious scholar will tell you christ said many things that were profound inspiring and, quotes about god if
you think science leads to atheism - modern pop culture declares that atheism is a scientific worldview but
most of the key contributors to modern science were theists and often christian
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